Saddlepoint methods, extended to distribution functions, can provide highly accurate tail probabilities for testing real parameters in exponential models. Fore xtensions, asymptotic connections among various test quantities are needed. Forfi ve quantities, the maximum likelihood departure standardized by observed and expected information, the score function standardized by observed and expected information, and the signed square root of the likelihood ratio statistic, the needed connections to third order are recorded. Their use is illustrated by a simple integration proof of the Lugannani and Rice formula.
INTRODUCTION
The saddlepoint method for approximating a probability density function from a corresponding cumulant generating function was introduced to statistics by Daniels (1954) and Bardorff-Nielsen and Cox (1979) . Am ethod for approximating the corresponding distribution function was introduced by Lugannani and Rice (1980) and produces highly accurate tail probabilities for real canonical parameters in exponential models. Extensions to nuisance parameter and transformation models are available Fraser (1990) , DiCiccio, Field, Fraser (1990) , Fraser and Reid (1991) .
The use of such tail probability approximations fits well with the viewt hat statistical inference is the conversion of likelihood to significance. Forar ecent discussion of this see Fraser (1991) .
The approximation works well when a distribution is approaching normality in the manner indicated by expansions (1) and (2) below. Expansion (2) indicates the convergence of the cumulant generating function, in the pattern of the usual proof of the Central Limit Theorem. Expansion (2) indicates the convergence of the density function, in the pattern of the proof of asymptotic normality for conditional inference in the location model (Brenner,F raser,M cDunnough, 1982; Fraser and McDunnough, 1984) .
Ad ensity function that is approaching normality in the usual way as an indexn ,t ypically sample size, approaches infinity,can be standardized by a linear transformation to place the maximum at the origin, and to have unit curvature (on the log scale) at the maximum:
where b − − (5a 2 3 + 3a 4 )/12n. Similarly,acumulant generating function that is approaching normality as na pproaches infinity can be standardized by a linear transformation to have mean zero and standard deviation 1:
In these formulas It can be verified that the density function (1), standardized by a mean £ and standard devi-
where f(y) and c(¦ )a re givenby (1) and (2) and the linear and quadratic terms in ¦ provide the § ,¨adjustments (3). The likelihood function from a data value y is
wherec(¦ )i sthe mean and variance adjusted version of c(¦ )asimplicitly givenin(5).
Note that the mean and variance standardized third and fourth derivatives, 
whereĵi sthe observed information (−∂ 2 /∂¦ 2 )l(¦ ;y)|© .A nexpression for the standardized maximum likelihood departure (from ¦ − − 0) based on observed information is:
Also an expression for the signed likelihood ratio quantity is:
where
is the score function at − − 0, standardized with respect to expected information. These expressions were obtained in Fraser and Reid (1991) . In Section 2 we record the connection formulas among fives tandardized test quantities. All can be obtained by routine algebra from (10), (11), (12) with (8).
THE CONNECTION FORMULAS
Forar eal parameter statistical model fivet est quantities are frequently invokedt ot est a hypothesis concerning the parameter
i(
be the score function, the observed information, and the expected information. Forthe exponential model (5), (14) and (15) The maximum likelihood test quantities, standardized by the expected and observed information are denoted
The score test quantities standardized by the expected and observed information are denoted
)a nd t − −ĵ −1/2 (y) s(y;
).
The signed likelihood ratio quantity is
To the first order of asymptotic theory,e ach of (16) 
AN EXAMPLE
As noted in the introduction, the Lugannani and Rice (1980) formula provides highly accurate approximation to the distribution function of a one dimensional exponential model. The saddlepoint methods from applied mathematics had been used in statistics before that time to obtain approximations to the density function (Daniels 1954, Barndorff-Nielsen and Cox 1979) .
The usual statistical version approximates the density (5) from the likelihood function l( ;y). For this it should be noted that a likelihood function can often be available and yet the marginal density for the minimal sufficient statistic is inaccessible due to the need for integration from some original sample space. The saddlepoint density approximation is f(y;
and is accurate to O(n −3/2 )o nr enormalization. The normalizing constant is exp(− /2) where 
The asymptotic form of the differential is easily obtained using (19) 
Since the term in ! (r) is O(n −1/2 ), and both F( ; )and Φ(r) convergeto1asr→ ∞ ,itfollows that
which is the Lugannani and Rice formula.
Va rious generalizations of the Lugannani and Rice formula have recently been developed.
Aparametrization-invariant version is proposed in Barndorff-Nielsen (1988) and further discussed in Barndorff-Nielsen (1990) and Fraser (1990) . That version reduces to (28) in the case of a canonical exponential model and to a similar version, using the score statistic in place of q, in the case of a location model. Univariate and multivariate location model formulas are discussed in DiCiccio, Field and Fraser (1990) . We hav e found the asymptotic relations derivedinSection 2 to be very useful for deriving further approximations in the multiparameter setting (Cheah, Fraser and Reid, 1992) .
